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Three-stage filter for position estimation using
pseudo-range measurements

Tor A. Johansen∗, Thor I Fossen∗ and Graham C. Goodwin∗∗

Abstract—The estimation of a vehicle’s position and
velocity based on measurements of pseudo-ranges and
range-rates is a nonlinear filtering problem. We utilize
a linearized Kalman-filter with global convergence that
avoids divergence since the local model linearization is
not based on the linearized Kalman-filter’s own estimates.
Instead, the linearization is made about the estimates
of another sub-optimal Kalman-filter that is based on
a globally valid quasi-linear time-varying measurement
model.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and motivation

Range measurement systems for vehicle navigation
typically involve the deployment of some kind of sensor
on the vehicle that recognizes signals from multiple
transponders at known locations. Here we use the term
transponder in a generalized way, meaning anything
from an acoustic transponder, to a navigation satellite
in space, radio beacons, or optical/laser instruments. The
sensor then measures signal time of arrival (TOA), phase
difference, or some other variable that is a monotonic
function of the range. The geometric range so obtained is
a nonlinear function of vehicle and transponder positions
given by their Euclidean distance. Since the geometric
range is often not measured directly, one often needs to
employ a pseudo-range measurement model that includes
a slowly time-varying bias parameter due to unknown
clock synchronization errors, or other error sources. The
problem of estimating the vehicle position, in some ref-
erence coordinate frame, is therefore a highly nonlinear
estimation problem that is further complicated by the
need to estimate the bias parameter.

At least four measurements are needed to estimate
the four variables: three position coordinates and a bias
parameter. With a sufficiently large number of pseudo-
range measurements, the global nonlinear algebraic mea-
surement equations of the position estimation problem
generally has two solutions. An exception is when there
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are redundant measurements, in which case, the solution
is usually unique, see [1], [2] and the references therein.
Such measurement systems are often referred to as
TOA range measurements, or time-difference-of-arrival
(TDOA) range measurements after the unknown clock
bias has been eliminated from the equations by taking the
difference between the TOA measurements. The same
mathematical problem also arises in other problems and
has been extensively studied in source localization where
multiple receivers measure the TOA or TDOA from a
single source, see [3], [4].

B. Literature review

Many approaches to the design of estimators for
navigation based on pseudo-range measurements are
available. Some of these approaches use a local lin-
earization (first order Taylor series approximation)
of the measurement equation as the basis for a nonlin-
ear least squares, maximum likelihood or approximate
nonlinear Kalman-filter (KF), see e.g. [1], [2], [5], [6].
While these methods provide solutions that have been
very successful in numerous of applications, they also
have drawbacks such as implicit convergence condi-
tions. Their convergence is not generally guaranteed
when sufficiently accurate initialization cannot be made,
when the vehicle is operating near or across transponder
baselines, or in singular transponder configurations. This
is less of a problem for vehicles operating near the
Earth’s surface using satellite navigation, or underwater
vehicles using hydro-acoustic navigation with seabed
or surface transponders. However, these nonlinearities
should be carefully dealt with in other applications where
the transponders are deployed locally and the vehicle’s
position relative to the transponders may be, more or
less, arbitrary. Such applications include robotic and
vehicular systems for terrestrial, low altitude, and indoor
navigation and localization systems.

Despite the highly nonlinear nature of the problem, it
is known [1], [2] that globally valid nonlinear algebraic
transformations of the hyperbolic pseudo-range equa-
tions can be used to derive a set of quasi-linear equations.
This quasi-linear time-varying measurement model is
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free of approximations in the noise-free case, and can
be used to define low-complexity estimators in closed
form using least-squares or similar linear algebraic tech-
niques. Such models are called ‘quasi-linear’ since they
have been algebraically manipulated into linear form by
adding new variables, or by eliminating certain nonlinear
(quadratic) relationships that exist in the data. It is also
well known that the explicit algebraic transformation
leads to quasi-linear equations whose direct least-squares
equation-error solution gives sub-optimal estimates since
the prior information about the nonlinearities has been
removed. In particular the estimators do not achieve the
Cramer-Rao lower bound, [3], [7], [8]. Some methods
employ appropriately weighted least-squares methods to
recover performance, [9], [10] or directly include the
quadratic terms in the estimation problem [11], [7], [12].

An interesting approach is pursued in a series of
articles represented by [13], [14], [15]. Using a state
transformation and state augmentation, they derive a
different quasi-linear time-varying (LTV) model whose
output is equivalent to the nonlinear model in the noise-
free case. This is then used to design a KF for position
and velocity using range measurements.

Two-stage approaches using quasi-linear models re-
sulting from such nonlinear algebraic transforms have
been proposed previously. Some methods improve the
accuracy of the estimates by combining the quasi-linear
global solution approach with various re-design tech-
niques that employ the neglected quadratic relationship
to improve the estimates in a second stage that uses
local linearization, [16], [9], [17], [8]. The two-stage
estimator proposed by [18] employs an algebraic solution
to the transformed quasi-linear measurement equations
in a first stage, and a KF for reducing the noise in
a second stage. Since the stochastic properties of the
measurements are highly influenced by the nonlinear
transform and algebraic solution, the tuning of the
KF covariance matrices is not straightforward and the
achieved accuracy will suffer from this. Similarly, [19]
proposes a loosely coupled integrated INS and GNSS
where the GNSS receiver is assumed to solve its position
using algebraic computations based on the transformed
quasi-linear measurement model, and a Kalman-filter
is used for integration of the INS and GNSS data. A
similar strategy was taken in [20], where attitude is also
estimated and nonlinear observers are used instead of the
KF.

C. Main contribution

The extension of two-stage approaches to a uniformly
globally asymptotically stable (UGAS) three-stage es-
timation strategy with a final stage linearized KF and

dynamic vehicle model is the main novelty and contri-
bution of the present work.

Our goal is to reap the benefit of a globally unique and
convergent solution resulting from the algebraic trans-
formation without sacrificing estimation accuracy in the
context of dynamic vehicle navigation. We first employ
a global nonlinear transformation of the algebraic mea-
surement equations and variables into the quasi-linear
form. In a 2nd stage, a globally convergent estimate is
generated by combining the quasi-linear measurement
model and data from the 1st stage with a vehicle dy-
namics model using a standard KF. Note that unlike [18],
[19], [20], the first stage does not generate an algebraic
estimate, but merely transforms the measurements such
that the 2nd stage estimator can be designed based on
a globally valid LTV model. An advantage is that the
covariances of the calculated measurements explicitly
follows from the variances of the original measurements
such that the tuning of the 2nd stage KF is rather straight-
forward. However, the estimate resulting from this KF is
still sub-optimal in the presence of measurement noise,
since prior information about the nonlinear relationship
has been eliminated by the nonlinear transformation in
order to get a global quasi-linear model. We therefore
use those 2nd stage estimates to determine a point about
which a first order Taylor-series approximation of the
original nonlinear measurement model can be computed.
The resulting locally linearized time-varying model is
then used in a 3rd stage KF to recover more accurate
estimates. These are uniformly globally asymptotically
stable (UGAS) due to the cascading of the two UGAS
KFs and the algebraic nonlinear transformation. The
scheme is shown in schematic form in Figure 1, where
it can also be compared to the well-known Extended KF
(EKF) to see how the potentially de-stabilizing nonlinear
feedback loop of the EKF is avoided by a cascade (feed-
forward) interconnection. Note that the main distinction
between the proposed approach and the EKF is which
state estimates are used for linearization in the final
stage, which is the only stage in the EKF.

In contrast to [13], [14], [15], the scheme described in
the current paper fully exploits the quadratic measure-
ment model and thereby avoid the state augmentation
for the benefit of simple tuning and low computational
complexity. This is particularly attractive when there are
redundant (more than four) independent range measure-
ments. Moreover, the observability conditions we require
are simple and intuitive. We can also take advantage
of range-rate measurements and address sub-optimality
issues that appear in the presence of measurement noise,
through the 3rd stage KF.
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(a) Three-stage estimator cascade.

(b) Extended Kalman Filter.

Fig. 1. Proposed three-stage estimator, and its relationship to the
extended Kalman filter.

D. Organization of the paper

The layout of the remainder of the paper is as follows:
In section II, we describe the nonlinear measurement
models. In section III we present the first stage pre-
processing in terms of algebraic transformation of the
hyperbolic pseudo-range and range-rate equations into
quasi-linear form. In section IV this quasi-linear model
is combined with a model for vehicle dynamics and
used to design a uniformly globally asymptotically stable
2nd stage KF for estimation of position, velocity and
range measurement bias. The 3rd stage linearized KF
for recovery of performance is described in section V.
Section VI illustrates the global convergence and perfor-
mance achieved by the three-stage estimation algorithm.
Comparisons with the EKF are also presented before
conclusions are presented in Section VII.

E. Notation

R is the set of real numbers, and we use || · ||2 for the
Euclidean vector norm, ||·|| for the induced matrix norm,
and denote by (z1; z2) the column vector with the vector
z1 stacked over the vector z2. In is the identity matrix
of dimension n, and we use 0 to symbolize a matrix

of zeros, where the dimensions are implicitly given by
the context. For a matrix A, we use A+ to denote the
left weighted Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse (given by
A+ = (ATWA)−1ATW for the case when A has full
column-rank and W = W T > 0 is a weighting matrix,
see [21] for the general definition using the singular
value decomposition). E denotes statistical expectation,
and the operator q−1 denotes the one-sample delay
operator. For simplicity of notation, we usually let time
dependence be implicit.

II. MEASUREMENT MODELS

Let pe ∈ R3 and ve ∈ R3 denote position and ve-
locity, respectively. The superscript e refers to an Earth-
fixed Cartesian coordinate frame such as East-North-Up
(ENU) or Earth-Centered-Earth-Fixed (ECEF). Assum-
ing direct line-of-sight (LOS) path between transponders
and receiver, the range measurement model is

yi = %i + β, %i = ||pe − pei ||2 (1)

for i = 1, 2, ....,m where yi is a pseudo-range measure-
ment, pei is the known position of the i-th transponder, m
is the number of measurements, %i is the geometric range
along the LOS, and β ∈ R is a common error (bias) to
be estimated. This framework incorporates slowly time-
varying common mode errors such as the receiver clock
synchronization error (in this case β := c∆c where ∆c

is the clock synchronization error and c is the speed
of signal propagation). For simplicity of notation we let
white measurement noise be implicit when presenting
the measurement models, algebraic solutions and the
nonlinear transforms in the first stage of the filter, and
return to consider this noise more explicitly when using
the Kalman filters in the second and third stages For
discussion of other error sources, such as multi-path and
non-line-of-sight, see [1].

The range-rate (speed) measurement model is given
by

νi = ẏi =
1

%i
(pe − pei )

T (ve − vei ) + γ (2)

where νi is the relative range-rate measurement. We
define vei := ṗei . The first term of (2) follows from
time-differentiation of (1). The error, γ, depends on the
range-rate measurement system. If it is directly derived
from the range measurements, yi, then γ = β̇ may be a
suitable model. If the range rates are measured using an
independent principle such as Doppler shift, then γ can
be viewed as being independent of β.

The following assumptions are made on the measure-
ment system:
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Assumption 1. Transponder positions pei and their ve-
locities vei are known (and may be time-varying).

Assumption 2. There are available m ≥ 4 pseudo-range
measurements y = (y1; y2; ...; ym).

Assumption 3. The bias parameter β is modelled as a
random walk process:

β̇ = uβ (3)

where uβ is white noise.

We remark that for stationary transponders, their po-
sition can be computed from range measurements in a
calibration procedure where the vehicle is at standstill at
a known reference position.

III. GLOBAL QUASI-LINEAR MODEL AND FIRST

STAGE PRE-PROCESSING

Despite the nonlinear nature of the measurement equa-
tions (1) and (2), it is known that one can exploit their
quadratic character to obtain a relatively simple algebraic
solution, or even transform them into a quasi-linear form,
see [1], [2] and the references therein. In this section, we
review these well known results.

Let a known fixed reference position pe0 be chosen,
and define the transponder LOS vectors p̆ei := pei − pe0
relative to this reference position for every i. From (1)
we obtain

(yi − β)2 = (pe∆ − p̆ei )T (pe∆ − p̆ei ) (4)

where we have defined pe∆ := pe − pe0. Expanding and
rearranging terms yields

y2
i − ||p̆ei ||22 = 2

[
−(p̆ei )

T yi
]
x− β2 + ||pe∆||22 (5)

where x := (pe∆;β). Note that stacking instances of (5)
for i = 1, 2, ...,m into matrices and vectors gives

z = 2Czwx− r` (6)

where ` := (1; ...; 1) ∈ Rm, z ∈ Rm has components
zi := y2

i − ||p̆ei ||22. We have also introduced an auxiliary
variable

r := β2 − ||pe∆||22 = −xTMx (7)

with M := diag(1, 1, 1,−1), and the matrix Czw ∈
Rm×4

Czw :=

 −(p̆e1)T y1
...

−(p̆em)T ym


The direct algebraic solution to the measurement model
(6) and (7) for position is presented next. It will be
partly used in the estimation algorithm, and it also

provides some insight into the structure of the solution
and observability conditions that will be useful later.

Lemma 1. Suppose rank(Czw) = 4. Consider the two
candidate solutions (x; r) given by

x =
rc+ w

2
, c = C+

zw`, w = C+
zwz (8)

r =

{
−h±

√
h2−wTMw·cTMc
cTMc , if cTMc 6= 0

−wTMw
2h , otherwise

(9)

where h := 2+wTMc. Provided the following condition
is satisfied

e = (CzwC
+
zw − Im)(r`+ z) = 0, (10)

then the position solution pe = pe0 + pe∆ (where pe∆ is
extracted from x) solves the pseudo-range equations (1).
Moreover, at least one of the two alternative candidate
solutions (8)-(9) is a valid solution satisfying (10) and
is equal to the true position.

Proof. From (8) we obtain

2Czwx = 2Czw

(
rC+

zw`+ C+
zwz

2

)
= CzwC

+
zw(r`+ z)

= (r`+ z) + e

We can conclude that the necessary and sufficient con-
dition given by (6) is satisfied since e = 0 due to (10).
Substituting x = (rc+ w)/2 into (7) gives

−4r = (rc+ w)TM(rc+ w) (11)

Solving (11) for r gives (9).
Finally, we note that the pseudo-range measurement

equations always have at least one solution. We observe
that CTzwCzw ∈ R4×4 is non-singular by the rank
assumption. Hence, application of the pseudo-inverse
results in a unique solution that must be a valid solution
for x if r satisfies (10). Hence, there exists at least one
valid solution.

For the case m = 4 we always have e = 0 due to
C+
zwCzw = I4 since CTzwCzw is non-singular. Hence,

we have two solutions both satisfying (10), except in
the degenerate case cTMc = 0 where there is a single
solution. For m ≥ 5 we generally have a single solution
satisfying (10), except in degenerate cases where there
may be two solutions. However, instead of using (8),
(9), and (10), this unique solution can be found in a
simpler, and more direct, way by solving the linear
system of equations (6) and neglecting the information
r = −xTMx.

When m ≥ 5, the solution is unique (expect in
degenerate cases). Then, elimination of r is possible by
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considering differences between squared measurements.
Subtracting the i-th squared measurement equation from
the m-th squared measurement equation (which is arbi-
trarily chosen without loss of generality) leads to

y2
i − y2

m − 2(yi − ym)β = −(pei − pem)T pe∆

+||p̆ei ||22 − ||p̆em||22 (12)

for i = 1, 2, ...,m − 1. Defining the vector δ ∈ Rm−1

by its elements

δi := y2
i − y2

m − ||p̆ei ||22 + ||p̆em||22

and re-arranging (12) leads to the Linear Time-Varying
(LTV) measurement model

δ = 2Cδxx (13)

where Cδx ∈ R(m−1)×4 is defined by

Cδx =

 −(pe1 − pem)T y1 − ym
...

...
−(pem−1 − pem)T ym−1 − ym


We then have the following result:

Lemma 2. Suppose m ≥ 5 and rank(Cδx) = 4. Then the
unique solution to (6) is provided by the least squares
estimate:

x =
1

2
C+
δxδ (14)

and r = −xTMx satisfies Lemma 1.

Proof. The result follows directly by observing that (13)
can be obtained by eliminating r from (6) by Gaussian
elimination of its last row. This elimination can be done
since m > rank(Cδx) = dim(x), and hence we have at
least one redundant measurement.

Remark 1. If solution ambiguity is not resolved by using
either Lemma 2 or eq. (10), (e.g. when m = 4) one may
sometimes use domain knowledge to exclude one of the
position solutions. An example is provided by terrestrial
satellite navigation where there is a large distance to the
navigation satellites such that non-terrestrial solutions
for the vehicle position can be ruled out. This can be
done by setting pe0 = 0 (reference point at the center
of Earth using ECEF coordinate frame) and using an
additional condition such as ||pe∆||2 ≈ re, where re is the
Earth’s radius. Another example occurs in underwater
navigation where all transponders are located on the
seabed and the vehicle is at the surface, or least at
some distance from the seabed, such that positions below
the seabed can be ruled out. A third example is the use
of bounds on β using knowledge of the measurement

system’s clock accuracy. This is motivated by the obser-
vation that the two alternative solutions typically have
significantly different estimated values for β. A fourth
example is to use additional sensors for depth or altitude.

Next, we extend the quasi-linear measurement model
to include range-rate measurements. The model can be
derived from (2), using ideas similar to those described
in [9]:

νi(yi − β) = (pe∆ − p̆ei )T (ve − vei ) (15)

In this model we note the scalar bilinear term containing
the two unknowns, (pe∆)T ve. This term can be eliminated
by taking the difference between a pair of equations (15)
since the term is common for all i. This leads to

ζi := νiyi − νmym − (p̆ei )
T vei + (p̆em)T vem

= −(vei − vem)T pe∆ − (pei − pem)T ve + (νi − νm)β

(16)

Stacking both pseudo-range and range-rate measurement
equations in matrix format, we then obtain the model(

δ
ζ

)
=

[
2Cδx 0
Cζx Cζv

](
x
ve

)
(17)

where ζ ∈ Rm−1 and

Cζx :=

 −(ve1 − vem)T ν1 − νm
...

...
−(vem−1 − vem)T νm−1 − νm

 ,
Cζv :=

 −(pe1 − pem)T

...
−(pem−1 − pem)T


The joint algebraic solution for position and velocity
based on the quasi-linear measurement model is pre-
sented next.

Lemma 3. Suppose m ≥ 5 and define CR ∈ R2(m−1)×7

CR =

[
2Cδx 0
Cζx Cζv

]
(18)

Assume rank(Cδx) = 4. Then the position and velocity
are uniquely determined by(

x
ve

)
= C+

R

(
δ
ζ

)
(19)

Proof. We note that Cζv ∈ R(m−1)×3 satisfies
rank(Cζv) = 3 since the 3 columns of Cζv are also
among the 4 linearly independent columns of Cδx. The
result then follows directly since the above observa-
tion implies rank(CR) = 7 and hence CTRCR is non-
singular.
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A similar approach can be derived for the general case
m ≥ 4 by using the range measurement model (6).

Due to the elimination of prior knowledge contained
in the nonlinear terms using redundant measurements,
the linear least-squares estimates discussed above will
generally be sub-optimal estimates (i.e. not achieve the
Cramer-Rao lower bound) when there is measurement
noise. In particular, the information about the nonlinear
effects described by r = −xTMx are not utilized by the
quasi-linear estimators.

IV. SECOND STAGE KALMAN FILTER

Here we build on the above ideas and describe a KF
based on a LTV measurement model. It will be used to
estimate the position and velocity. We combine the quasi-
linear time-varying measurement equations described in
section III with a Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) model of
the vehicle dynamics

ṗe∆ = ve (20)

v̇e = ae + ua (21)

where ua is assumed to be white noise. The above model
also allows use of prior knowledge about the vehicle’s
acceleration ae, which may be provided by an Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), Attitude and Heading Refer-
ence System (AHRS), known control or environmental
forces, other sensors or models, or set to zero when no
such information is available.

Combining the vehicle dynamics (20)-(21) with (3),
exact discretization gives a model

χk = Aχk−1 +Baek−1 +Duk−1 (22)

where the state is χ = (pe∆;β; ve) = (x; ve) ∈ R7, the
stochastic (unknown) input vector is u = (ua;uβ) ∈ R4,
k ∈ {1, 2, 3, ....} is the discrete time index, and

A =

 I3 tsI3 0
0 1 0
0 0 I3

 , B =

 (t2s/2)I3

0
tsI3

 ,
D =

 (t2s/2)I3 0
0 ts
tsI3 0


where ts is the sampling interval. A standard, time-
varying, KF [22] is now used to estimate χ:

χ̄k = Aχ̂k−1 +Baek−1

P̄k = APk−1A
T +DQkD

T

Kk = P̄kC
T
k (CkP̄kC

T
k +Rk)

−1

χ̂k = χ̄k +Kk(Yk − Ȳk)
Pk = (I −KkCk)P̄k

where initial conditions P̄0 and χ̄0 are given, and Qk, Rk
are noise covariance matrices of uk and Yk, respectively.
These parameters depend on the choice of output Yk =
Ckχk, its prediction Ȳk, and the measurement matrix
Ck, which are treated differently in the general case
(Section IV-A) and in the case with redundant measure-
ments (Section IV-B) since the latter case allows some
simplifications to be made. The following assumptions
are made on the initialization and tuning of the KF:

Assumption 4. P̄0, Qk, Rk > 0 are arbitrary symmetric
matrices.

In Appendix VII, we compute the effects of measure-
ment noise due to the nonlinear transforms in the quasi-
linear measurement model. From these results, we can
define a covariance matrix of the noisy measurement z′

of the signal z:

Rzz = Cov(z′)

= diag(2σ4
y1 + 4y2

1σ
2
y1, ...., 2σ

4
ym + 4y2

mσ
2
ym)

and similarly for Rζζ , Rδδ, Rδζ = RTζδ, and Rzζ = RTζz .
We note that only Rzz is a diagonal matrix while the oth-
ers are generally not, and that all terms generally depend
on measurements y and ν. It also follows from the cal-
culations in Appendix VII that zero-mean measurement
noise on the pseudo-range yi leads to a non-zero mean
error on zi. If all pseudo-range measurements yi have
the same white noise variance σ2

y for all i = 1, 2, ...m,
this bias would be embedded into the common error
β := c∆c + σ2

y , and would cancel out when forming
the differences δi.

The initialization χ̄0 can, in principle, be arbitrary
without loss of global convergence, although we rec-
ommend to use the algebraic solution in section III to
achieve good estimation accuracy.

A. General case, m ≥ 4

It is assumed here that the conditions of Lemma
1 are satisfied and that the quasi-linear time-varying
measurement model (6) can be applied:

Assumption 5. Transponders are located such that there
exists a σ∗ > 0 such that at all time k:

CTzw,kCzw ≥ σ∗I4

In this case, the variable r = −(pe∆)T pe∆ +β2 appears
in the measurement model (6) and should be estimated.
In order to avoid introducing the nonlinearity into the
error dynamics, or augmenting the state, we simply
use the algebraic solution provided by Lemma 1 as a
computed measurement of r. It is known from (9) that
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the choice of r is ambiguous and we must assume that
this ambiguity can be resolved:

Assumption 6. The ambiguity in r is resolved by using
redundant transponders and (10), domain knowledge or
additional measurements as discussed in Remark 1.

We choose Yk = (zk; ζk), Ȳk = Ckχ̄k + Er̄k and

Ck = CG,k =

[
2Czw 0
Cζx Cζv

]
,

Rk =

[
Rzz Rzζ
Rζz Rζζ

]
, Qk = Cov(ua;uβ)

where E = (−`; 0) and r̄k is the non-ambiguous alge-
braic estimate from (9) that in the absence of measure-
ment noise is a perfect computed measurement satisfying
r̄k = rk. This leads to the filter structure in Figure 2.
We then have the following key result regarding the 2nd
stage estimates:

Proposition 1. Let Assumptions 1 - 6 hold, then Pk is
uniformly bounded, and the origin of the error dynamics
of χ̃k = χk − χ̂k is uniformly globally asymptotically
stable (UGAS), except for the effects of the white noise.

Proof. We have Yk − Ȳk = Ckχ̃k. Uniform complete
observability of (A,R1/2Ck) follows directly from the
observation that the 3 columns of Cζv are linearly
independent combinations of the m ≥ 4 columns of Czw.
Hence, rank(Cζv) = 3 and dim(Yk) = rank(Ck) = 7.
Then the result follows from the standard properties
of the Kalman-filter, [22], since (A,DQ

1/2
k ) is control-

lable.

B. Redundant information, m ≥ 5

For this case when there are redundant measurements,
i.e. when m ≥ 5 and the conditions of Lemma 3 are
satisfied, it is preferable to use the LTV measurement
model (17) instead of (6), since there is no ambiguity
issue in this case. We introduce:

Assumption 7. Transponders are located such that there
exists a σ∗ > 0 such that, at all times k:

CTδx,kCδx ≥ σ∗Im−1

Then the variable r is eliminated and does not need to
be estimated, cf. Figure 3. Hence, we can still use the KF,
but now with Yk = (δk; ζk), Ck = CR,k, Ȳk = Ckχ̄k,
and

Rk =

[
Rδδ Rδζ
Rζδ Rζζ

]
Under these conditions, we have:

Fig. 2. Filter structure for the general case, when m ≥ 4.

Fig. 3. Filter structure for the redundant case, when m ≥ 5.

Proposition 2. Let Assumptions 1 - 4 and 7 hold, then
Pk is uniformly bounded, and the origin of the error
dynamics of χ̃k = χk − χ̂k is UGAS, except for the
effects of the white noise.

Proof. Uniform complete observability follows directly
from the arguments of Lemma 3, and the result follows
from the standard properties of the Kalman-filter, [22].

C. Additional comments

If the number of available range measurements, m,
changes during operation, it is noted that the switching
between the estimators is bumpless because the state
space of the filter does not change, only its measurement
structure.

Range-rate measurements are optional since observ-
ability of the vehicle dynamics (20)-(21) is straightfor-
ward to establish also when such measurements are not
available.

It should be noted that Assumption 5 (for m ≥ 4)
and 7 (for m ≥ 5) are sufficient, but not necessary,
for uniform complete observability. Hence, if at some
point in time one of these assumption does not hold,
one should know that a less restrictive condition for
uniform complete observability is given by the existence
of an integer N ≥ 0 and scalar ε > 0 such that
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W o
k,k+N ≥ εI for all k, [22], where the observability

Gramian is defined as

W o
k;k+N =

N∑
i=0

(AT )N−iCTk−iCk−iA
N−i (23)

This condition may also be satisfied for m < 4, but will
depend on the vehicle’s trajectory.

Remark 2. If observability is very weak (the Gramian
being close to singular), or the above mentioned con-
dition is violated for prolonged periods of time, the
observability and performance might be improved by
temporarily fixing the slowly time-varying β, or utilizing
additional measurements to correct the estimates or en-
hance the prediction capabilities of the dynamic vehicle
model.

When defining the difference between measurements,
cf. (12) and (16), it has be implicitly assumed that
the different range and range-rate measurements are
synchronized in time and simultaneously valid. Many
range measurement systems, however, process the data
asynchronously and may output one range at a time lead-
ing to latency and synchronization issues. In applications
where the vehicle has high speed or accelerations, and
the sampling frequency is relatively low, these latencies
can lead to significant error in the data provided by the
nonlinear transformation in the first stage. One might
imagine that some compensation for these latencies can
be achieved by integrating inertial measurements or
range-rate measurements, or some other extrapolation
method, in order to help synchronize the measurements
in time. Moreover, the third stage linearized KF applies
the individual raw measurements, and can process mea-
surements sequentially as described in [5]. In this case,
small latency errors are anticipated to lead to negligi-
ble performance loss since errors arising from lack of
synchronization in the first stage will only influence the
system matrices appearing in the model linearization in
the second stage and the KF is relatively robust to errors
in the system matrices.

V. THIRD STAGE KALMAN FILTER

As discussed above, the transformation of the non-
linear model to a quasi-linear time-varying model im-
plies some information loss since the prior knowledge
provided by the nonlinear relationship (7) between the
variables has been eliminated. This will generally lead to
sub-optimal estimation in the presence of measurement
noise. In order to recover better accuracy, while main-
taining the UGAS of the estimates, a third estimation
stage is proposed. In the third stage, the second-stage

estimate χ̂k = (p̂e∆,k; β̂k; v̂
e
k) is used as the linearization

point of a first order Taylor-series approximation for the
original nonlinear measurement model (1) and (2) using
Yk = (yk; νk) as the measurement vector:

Yk ≈ Ŷ(χ̂k) + Ĉk (Xk − χ̂k) (24)

where Ŷ(χ̂k) is an estimate of yk based on χ̂k, Xk is an
instance of the state vector with the same structure as
χk, and the linearized measurement matrix is

Ĉk =



p̂e∆,k+pe0−pe1
||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pe1||2

1 0

...
...

...
p̂e∆,k+pe0−pem
||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pem||2

1 0
v̂ek−ve1

||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pe1||2
0

p̂e∆,k+pe0−pe1
||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pe1||2

...
...

...
v̂ek−vem

||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pem||2
0

p̂e∆,k+pe0−pem
||p̂e∆,k+pe0−pem||2


This linearized measurement-matrix is then used in the
third-stage linearized KF together with the dynamic
vehicle model (22):

X̄k = AX̂k−1 +Baek−1

P̄k = APk−1A
T +DQkDT

Kk = P̄kCTk (CkP̄kCTk +Rk)−1

X̂k = X̄k +Kk
(
Yk − Ŷ(χ̂k) + Ck

(
X̄k − χ̂k

))
Pk = (I −KkCk)P̄k

where Rk is the covariance matrix of Yk and Qk = Qk.
Note that this is not an EKF (but a linearized KF)
since the approximate linearized LTV model (24) is not
derived by linearization about the linearized KF’s own
estimates X̂k, but rather about the 2nd stage estimates
χ̂k that are used as time-varying exogenous inputs into
the 3rd stage estimator, cf. Figure 1. We emphasize
that the estimate from the 2nd stage KF is used only
for linearization, and the 3st stage estimator does not
inherit the state estimate or covariance matrix from the
2nd stage. Hence, the linearization cannot destabilize
the estimator and therefore UGAS of the cascade of the
three stages follows from standard results on cascades of
UGAS systems (see [23] for a formal proof of a more
general result based on the theory in [24]).

VI. EXAMPLE

Consider the problem of navigation during au-
tonomous landing of a small fixed-wing uninhabited
aerial vehicle (UAV). As an alternative to the use of
differential and carrier-phase GNSS (e.g. [25]) it is of
interest to investigate the use of low-cost radio navigation
systems enabled by wireless network technology, [1].
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Such radio systems typically provide measurement range
up to 300-1000 m with range errors of about 10-50 cm,
[26], [27], which may be sufficient for this purpose. Var-
ious principles for range measurement and time synchro-
nization can be used, with different error characteristics.
In this study we assume the pseudo-range measurement
model described in Section II. These sensors typically
do not have Doppler shift measurements, so range rate
measurements are not assumed in these simulations.

Since the radio beacons need to be deployed at
locations near the ground, the terrain of typical UAV
landing sites implies small vertical separation of the
beacons even when placing them on masts, leading to
a poorly conditioned estimation problem. We note that
in a challenging operation such as search and rescue, or
a field surveillance mission, a small vertical separation
of the beacons typically results from the need for a
relatively flat landing field, need for maximum visual
and radio line of sight to the UAV from the ground
control station which is usually close to the landing
field, and limited time for optimal planning and placing
the beacons. Moreover, since the UAV will land at
ground level, its altitude will be similar to the vertical
position of several of the beacons near the end of the
final approach, i.e. just before touching the ground. This
means that baselines will be crossed. The simulation
example presented below as been deliberately chosen
as a challenging (yet realistic) scenario in order to
clearly illustrate the potential benefits of the approach.
In fact, the simulations show that the global convergence
property of the proposed method is essential for safe
navigation without any further sensors in the selected
scenarios, as well as similar scenarios that are tested but
not reported.

We assume 6 radio beacons are distributed within an
area with up to 1000 m horizontal separation, and with
up to 10 m vertical separation between the beacons:

pe1 = (600; 60; 5), pe2 = (800;−100; 5)

pe3 = (0;−100; 15), pe4 = (0; 60; 15)

pe5 = (0;−30; 5), pe6 = (0; 30; 5)

The beacons provide signals that are used for pseudo-
range measurements with standard deviation σy =
0.15 m and sampling interval of 0.2 s, corresponding
to a realistic hardware setup, [26], [27].

We simulate a small fixed-wing UAV trajectory in a
final approach towards landing. Just before touching the
ground, it is decided to abort the landing, so the vehicle
climbs out and loiters at a holding position south of the
landing target before going around to get in position
for another approach. In a Monte-Carlo simulation with

100 scenarios, we simulate slight perturbations of the
trajectory due to wind and different measurement noise
realizations. Four different estimators are simulated and
compared:

• Algebraic estimator (no filtering) based on the glob-
ally valid quasi-linear algebraic model (13) using
weighted least squares (WLS) with W = R−1

δδ .
• 2nd stage global Kalman-filtering as described in

section IV.
• 3rd stage Kalman-filtering, described in Section V.
• The EKF is considered to be a state-of-the-art

method used as a benchmark [28], [6].

All KF’s uses a stochastic model of the UAV dynamics.
This means that no knowledge of acceleration ae is
assumed, i.e. the input is assumed to be white noise ua.
The covariance matrices of the white noise processes ua
and uβ are tuned empirically to achieve the best over-
all performance based on the analyzing several typical
motions of the UAV: Qa = diag(50, 50, 2), Qβ = 10−5,
and the parameters of the measurement noise covariance
matrices are according to Appendix VII.

During these simulations the EKF lost track of the
correct global solution in 4 out of the 100 simulations.
A representative example where this happens is shown
in Figures 4 - 5. The horizontal position is accurately
tracked by all estimators, and their differences in hor-
izontal estimation accuracy can hardly been seen on
this scale of presentation. However, the differences in
performance are clearly apparent in the altitude estimate,
see Figure 4b which shows that the 2nd stage KF
provides less accurate estimates than the 3rd stage KF,
and that the EKF diverges after t = 42 s.

The reason for the failure of the EKF is the exis-
tence of multiple local minimums in the nonlinear least-
squares criterion. When the UAV’s altitude is close to
the height of the beacons, at h = 5 m and h = 15 m, it
crosses their baselines. There, two local minimums are so
close to each other that the EKF is not able to distinguish
between them at some point near t = 42 s, and chooses
somewhat arbitrarily which minimum to track since there
is conflicting information provided by the predictions
of the dynamic model and the noisy measurements. It
can be seen in Figure 6 that loss of track is, in this
case, not linked to any worse geometric conditioning
of the problem than at other times. It is remarked that
the problem might have been reduced or avoided by
having beacons at higher altitude or using additional
sensors such as inertial sensors in order to improve the
predictive capability of the model, or altimeter or GNSS
to explicitly ensure the integrity of the system. It is
notable that the KF based on the global algebraic quasi-
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(a) Horizontal position (North-East) (b) Vertical position (Altitude)

Fig. 4. True and estimated positions. The initial position is at -200 m East and -20 m North. The horizontal position of the six beacons
are marked by blue points. Blue: Exact. Red: Algebraic WLS. Black: Second-stage KF. Cyan: Third-stage KF. Green: EKF. Note that the
horizontal position estimates are very similar, and their differences cannot be clearly seen on the scale of this figure. The vertical position
estimates are, however, clearly different.

Fig. 5. Range bias β estimated with different observers. Blue: Exact
(β = 100). Red: Algebraic WLS. Black: Second-stage KF. Cyan:
Third-stage KF. Green: EKF. Note that the curves from the Third-
stage KF and the EKF are close and difficult to distinguish on the
figure.

linear model never loses track of the global solution, and
consequently, the three-stage estimator never loses track
of the global solution either.

More details can be seen in Figure 7, which shows the
estimation errors. Moreover, average estimation errors
for the 96 cases where the EKF does not diverge are
summarized in Table I. It can be seen that the 3-stage
estimator typically performs just as well as the EKF
despite sub-optimal accuracy in the 1st and 2nd stages.

Fig. 6. Condition number of matrix Cδx, i.e. ratio between largest
and smallest singular value.

TABLE I
MONTE-CARLO SIMULATIONS, AVERAGED OVER 96 CASES.

Estimator Horizontal st.dev Vertical st.dev
Algebraic WLS 1.4812 8.5375
2nd stage KF 0.52605 2.5753
3rd stage KF 0.30178 0.90865
EKF 0.30484 0.87357

Hence, for most of the time when the EKF does not
experience divergence problems, the performances of the
EKF and the three-stage estimator are very close.
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Fig. 7. North, East and vertical estimation errors. Blue: Exact.
Red: Algebraic WLS. Black: Second-stage KF. Cyan: Third-stage
KF. Green: EKF.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The measurements of pseudo-range and range-rate are
related to vehicle position and velocity through nonlinear
measurement equations. It is well known that a global
nonlinear algebraic transformation of the measurement
equations and data leads to a globally valid quasi-linear
time-varying measurement model. Employing this trans-
formation as a 1st stage pre-processor of the measure-
ments, the position and velocity can be estimated using
standard Kalman-filtering using the quasi-linear time-
varying measurement model in combination with a linear
time-invariant model of the vehicle dynamics. Since the
quasi-linear model is globally valid, this is a uniformly
globally asymptotically stable filter. Whilst the algebraic
transformation leads to a globally valid quasi-linear
model in the noise-free case, the deliberate cancellation
of nonlinearities entails some information loss which will
generally lead to sub-optimal estimation accuracy in the
presence of measurement noise. In order to recover better
estimation performance, we propose another uniformly
globally asymptotically stable estimator to be used in a
3rd stage using a linearized Kalman-filter employing a
time-varying local linearization resulting from a Taylor-
expansion of the original nonlinear model about the 2nd
stage filtered estimates. This third-stage filter utilizes all
the available information through the raw measurements
and original measurement model, and hence offers the
potential for high estimation accuracy.

An example has been presented, showing the effective-
ness of the method at achieving both global convergence
and good accuracy of the estimates when compared to an
EKF. The method is particularly useful in applications
where the vehicle crosses, or operates close to, baselines
between transponders where ambiguities are not easy to
resolve.
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APPENDIX A: MEASUREMENT NOISE PROPERTIES

Let εi, ei be independent normally distributed additive
measurement noise on yi, νi with zero mean and variance
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σ2
yi and σ2

vi. Consider the noisy computed outputs

z′i = (yi + εi)
2 − ||p̆ei ||22

δ′i = (yi + εi)
2 − (ym + εm)2 − ||p̆ei ||22 + ||p̆em||22

ζ ′i = (νi + ei)(yi + εi)− (νm + em)(ym + εm)

−(p̆ei )
T vei + (p̆em)T vem

Then we have for i = 1, 2, ...,m:

Ez′i = zi + σ2
yi

E(z′i −Ez′i)
2 = 2σ4

yi + 4y2
i σ

2
yi

and for i = 1, 2, ...,m− 1:

Eδ′i = δi + σ2
yi − σ2

ym

E(δ′i −Eδ′i)
2 = 4y2

i σ
2
yi + 4v2

mσ
2
ym

Eζ ′i = ζi

E(ζ ′i −Eζ ′i)
2 = y2

i σ
2
vi + ν2

i σ
2
yi + σ2

yiσ
2
vi

+y2
mσ

2
vm + ν2

mσ
2
ym + σ2

ymσ
2
vm

Cross-correlations i 6= j are given by:

E(z′i −Ez′i)(z
′
j −Ez′j) = 0

E(δ′i −Eδ′i)(δ
′
j −Eδ′j) = 4v2

mσ
2
ym

E(ζ ′i −Eζ ′i)(ζ
′
j −Eζ ′j) = y2

mσ
2
vm + ν2

mσ
2
ym + σ2

ymσ
2
vm

E(δ′i −Eδ′i)(ζ
′
j −Eζ ′j) = 2ymνmσ

2
y + 2yiνjEεiεj

E(z′i −Ez′i)(ζ
′
j −Eζ ′j) = 2yiνjEεiεj + 2yiνmEεiεm
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